The Case
Case 09: AUTUMN OF THE THOUSAND PETAL
THRONE by Joshua A.C. Newman
The Fifth Emperor of the Galaxy, Magister of All Suns, the Galactic
Supermass, the Gem in the Darkness, Iurcod Mas Khelling ibn
Traum, lies dead. Their Imperial blood—the blood of a thousand
years’ rule— runs in a rose-red cataract from a tiny hole in their neck,
down the ancient steps of the dais, to pool at the foundation of the
Throne. This Emperor’s rule ended at a moment as sharp as the
point of the stiletto-wielding assassin. The assassin themself, having
completed their work, burst into flame before the Guard could enter
to the Holy of Holies, leaving no more than a simply-crafted stiletto
and a whorl of ashes to explain who they were, who sent them, and
how they evaded a thousand years of flawless guardianship that had
stymied all previous attempts.
The Houses of the Submission have, in rare solidarity, demanded
that their envoys and ambassadors be allowed to investigate the
assassination along with the Imperial Guard, lest their enemies cover
their guilt or take advantage of the chaos.
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The City
Corrupted by: Fragile Privilege
At the center of the Submission lies the Thousand Petal Throne
and its sole dynasty, the Traum. From the throne within the Holy
of Holies, the Traum Emperors wield power over the Houses of the
Submission by granting boons, arranging marriages, and fomenting
rivalries between the members of the Submission that none may grow
great enough to threaten the stability brought to the Galaxy by the
Throne.
As each Emperor has ruled, their consciousness has become
embedded in the the Holy of Holies, the massive throne itself,
communicating with their descendants through its delicate, living
circuitry designed and maintained by the Ennueh of the Imperial
household. In the thousand years since its founding, the Thousand
Petal Throne has been home to five emperors, each living a century
longer than the last, and each advising their sole descendant,
speaking to them as they sit in judgment. As it is written in the
Chronicle of the Thousand Petals, “The Emperor is the body of the
Throne. For through them does the Throne speak. No other may
speak for the Throne, and the Throne will speak to none but its
Emperor.”
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The Districts
Downtown

♥

The City of
the Thousand
Petals

Skid Row

♣

The Isle of
Laio
Outskirts

♠

The
Possessions

The City of the Thousand Petals (♥) - The city
stretches across the lone archipelago of its ocean
planet. Its sun orbits the Pearl, the supermassive
black hole at the center of the Galaxy. The high
court itself, populated by ambassadors and their
staff, rises above to space.
The Isle of Laio (♣) - Populated entirely by
falsemen and their Ennueh designers, foremen, and
masters. Here, they breed falsemen to supply the
needs of the Throne. Nonetheless, the falsemen are
largely self-sufficient and develop their own society
in a sustainable way.
The Possessions (♠) - Planets under the protection
and auspices of the Houses of the Submission. Most
are small, with one or two trade goods, ruled by a
baron, lord, or other petty nobility. Possessions
that fail to pay risk excommunication from the trade
network of the Empire.

Upper Crust The Thousand Petal Throne (♦) - The apex of
the space elevator, miles above the high court. In it
lives the vast Imperial family, tributed servants from
every House of the Submission, and thousands of
falsemen trained in mind control, logic, martial arts,
The Thousand
and other realizations of human potential.
Petal Throne

♦

Cut along dotted lines and pin to the four corners of the board.
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The Players
♥ Kellowen Allu ibn Yana
PRINCIPLE: “Never betray my own”

The envoy bearing a gift of Ennueh-grown falsemen to the court of the Family
of Taüu. Kellowen is a cousin of one of the Traum Heliarchs. Kellowen,
labors for the Heirs of Yana, hoping that it will recognize and reward her.

♦ Mnuen Taüu

PRINCIPLE: “Never reveal my true self”
Received Kellowen Allu’s gift graciously and granted the House of Marrd with
falseman mindbenders. However, Mnuen suspects that he is dead and has
been replaced by a falseman. He wants to know why.

♠H

anno dal

Adna dal Saskia, Bearer of the Trust of Marrd

PRINCIPLE: “Never reveal my true self”

Accepted the Mnuen's gift of falsemen graciously. They fear discovery of their
secret connection to the Thousand Petal Throne. Hanno spends much of their
time in their holdings of the Possession planet, Kulha, which produces the
fantastical pleasure drug known as Incense of Life.

♣ Tschu the Allel

PRINCIPLE: “Justice must be done”
A High Courtier of the Order of the House of Ennueh, who seems unduly
preoccupied with the sudden death of their falseman guard Mallu, who died
at the moment the Emperor did. Tschu seems to know many secrets, but as
always, Tschu’s beautiful, large eyes reveal nothing. Tschu is driven by their
grief and a need for Justice for the death of Mallu. They have lived for decades
in secret on the Isle of Laio.
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The Victim
The Emperor

The Fifth Emperor of the Galaxy,
Magister of All Suns, the Galactic
Supermass, the Gem in the Darkness,
Iurcod Mas Khelling ibn Traum
lies dead, while his Heliarchs chant
his name, but when they reach the
section of the litany where they pass
the Thousand Petal Throne on to its
designated heir, they falter, for no
heir remains with greater claim than
another, and they dare not make a
proclamation in the presence of all
the members of the Submission.

Pin the victim to the center of the board. The other two leads are the scene of the
crime and an object found there. Pin them up in their respective districts. Keep these
starting leads separate from the other lead cards.
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The Leads
Cut out the leads on this and the following page, shuffle, and put them in an
envelope. The leads are laid out in such a way that you should be able to lay the
pages on top of each other and cut both sets out at once.
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